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convinced that the Turkish defeat was due to the
terrible weather conditions and not to the strength
or the skill of the defenders. Reviewing the opera-
tions. Von Kressenstein reached the conclusion that
their results had been worth the risk which the
experiment entailed. In his opinion the losses incurred
in the campaign1 were more than justified by the
experience gained of desert warfare. Above all, he
believed that Great Britain, alarmed by the ease with
which the enemy had crossed Sinai, would take steps to
reinforce the Army in Egypt.,
For the first forty-eight hours of the retreat the
Turks marched almost without a pause; but, once
assured that they were not followed, the troops took
matters more easily. But the supply organization,
especially that of water, appears to have broken down
sadly, and the retiring column on the return journey
suffered continually from thirst. Presumably the
infantry outmarched the camel transport, and the pace
maintained was too fast and the halts too short for the
latter. An eyewitness states that the camels died in
prodigious numbers.2 Short of water and short of
food, it was a draggle-tailed army which reached
Bir Saba. Djemal was hard put to it to find a respect-
able excuse for the failure of the campaign, and the
1	Von Kressenstein states that the Turkish losses were as follows:
14	officers killed.
15	33     wounded.
15      „     missing.
128 other ranks, killed or died from wounds.
366       „	wounded.
712       „	missing.
The casualties suffered by the defenders were insignificant.
2	Colonel Ali Fuad Bey estimates that 7,000 camels died or were
lost in the course of the retreat:  nearly 50 per cent, of the number
of animals which started with the expedition.   Von Kressenstein is
silent upon the point of transport losses:  in contrast to his earlier
boastful assertions that the Corps reached the Canal without the loss
of a man or an animal.

